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Saving Money and the Environment –
One Turbine at a Time

Safe Harbor
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” regarding future events or financial performance of
Capstone Turbine Corporation (Capstone), within the meaning of the Safe Harbor provisions of the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Forward-looking statements may be identified by words such as “believe,” “expect,” “objective,” “intend,”
“targeted,” “plan” and similar phrases.
These forward-looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks and uncertainties described in
Capstone's Annual Report on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and other periodic filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission that may cause Capstone's actual results to be materially different from
any future results expressed or implied in such statements. Because of the risks and uncertainties, Capstone
cautions you not to place undue reliance on these statements, which speak only as of the date of this
presentation. We undertake no obligation, and specifically disclaim any obligation, to release any revision to
any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this presentation or to
reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.

Don Ayers – Capstone Turbine
Sr. Dir, Engineer and Quality
Mr. Ayers has been serving Capstone
Turbines as a Senior Director of Engineering
and Quality since 2014.
Prior to joining Capstone, Don held program
and project manager positions at L-3
Communications, Technicolor and Kavlico.
He holds a Masters in Business Administration
from Pepperdine Graziadio Business School
and a Bachelors in Mechanical Engineering
from Purdue University.
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Hydrogen – The Opportunities
§ The hydrogen economy has gained momentum over the past 12 months.
§ Hydrogen is frequently used as a fuel in fuel cells, but can also be used a
fuel for combustion-based energy systems.
§ Capstone updated and modified its energy systems to add fuel flexibility.
§ As hydrogen becomes more widely available, energy systems will need to
have flexibility to use hydrogen as a fuel.
§ Hydrogen and especially “green hydrogen” are positioned for meaningful
growth.
§ Capstone will have a solution to capitalize on this trend.
§ Capstone has demonstrated that it can run on a 20% hydrogen mix, but
recently announced new a Research & Development partnership with
Argonne National Laboratory and ran a 70% hydrogen - 30% natural gas.
§ This is a promising milestone toward a goal of 100% hydrogen.
§ The real value sits in the broader context of fuel flexibility and providing a
customer with options.
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Hydrogen – The Obstacles
“Hydrogen has received significant press recently, but there is
still a long way to go for broad-based commercial availability of
hydrogen, so we do not expect this to be a major factor
anytime soon. Nonetheless having this as an option expands
fuel flexibility and is a high-profile addition to the platform.”
- Don Ayers, Capstone Turbine
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Hydrogen – Key Topics
ü Capstone Turbine’s flexible core engine and sophisticated controls
technology is the perfect platform for development into new markets,
applications, and fuels
ü Hydrogen brings several challenges to turbomachinery in gas
compression, storage, transmission, combustion, and associated safety
controls
ü Hydrogen and natural gas blends will provide the transition fuel for
industry to achieve intermediate carbon emission goals, until such time
as other technologies become hydrogen ready
ü Capstone Turbine’s fuel technology roadmap planned measured
progress towards understanding existing capabilities with hydrogen while
forwarding product development in more aggressive fuels
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Hydrogen – System Architecture
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Hydrogen – New Products
H Y D R O G E N

Capstone now offers renewable power with
the use of up to 20% Hydrogen in our
product line of microturbines as a fuel
source. Today we have successfully
operated on a blend of natural gas and
hydrogen and a newly patented injector.

H Y D R O G E N

New Patent 10,184,664, is for a multiple-fuel
capable, pre-mixed, low emission injector for high
flame speed fuel combustion for Hydrogen and
Renewable Natural Gas (RNG). Plans are in place to
release a commercial 100% hydrogen fuel capable
microturbine over the next couple of years.
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Hydrogen – New Brochures

New Hydrogen Sales Materials Released Over The Past Year
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Hydrogen – New Press Releases

Hydrogen Press Releases – Issued Over Past Year
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Hydrogen – Key Takeaways
ü Microturbines are an economically viable, highly reliable, and low
emission technology providing immediate electrical and thermal energy
to many customers around the world, in thousands of applications
ü Initial interest has been from sites producing hydrogen as a byproduct,
regions with blended hydrogen/natural gas, and in projects co-located
with hydrogen generation capability
ü Capstone will leverage relationships with technology partners, along with
industry leaders, to enable accelerated product development, in the most
cost effective and results driven manner
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